A single case study of biofeedback training in an adolescent with cancer-related pain

Abstract
Background: Management of cancer pain associated with anxiety derived is complex, especially in adolescent age when the ability to have body control gains a really central role. This case report aims to provide health professionals with insight into how patients’ awareness of physiological processes - improved by means of an individualized Biofeedback-Assisted Relaxation Training (BART) protocol along 4 weeks of treatment - can modify patients’ perception of pain. Results from this case report suggest the opportunity for further development of a multidimensional clinical-reasoning framework to treat cancer pain in pediatric involving also biofeedback treatment.
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Introduction
Daily challenges faced by adolescents diagnosed with cancer are many, and they become even more difficult when the patients are in pain. Both acute (from procedures) and chronic (from cancer itself or treatments) pain has been recognized as one of the most frequent and distressing symptoms in cancer which adversely affects the quality of life and the ability to control one’s own body. Cancer related pain (in a broader sense) can elicit or is associated to a variety of somatic symptoms such breathlessness, muscle tension, dizziness, palpitation and anxiety. It is well known that decreased anxiety in pediatric age is not only associated with decreased distress and pain during invasive medical procedures, but also with less negative attitudes towards future medical procedures and pain episodes. It is evident that the main approach in the management of cancer pain in children is surely the pharmacological one, but it could be more efficacious in association with non-pharmacological techniques. Among the non-pharmacological approaches, those that include biofeedback (a tool that measures and feeds back information about an individual’s physiological activity) can be very helpful in teaching children through better body control how to manage pain and anxiety, especially when these are related to invasive procedures. In fact, biofeedback affects resonance and oscillations of different feedback loops in the central nervous system and when it is delivered together with relaxation therapy or autogenic training seems to be effective in reducing the frequency of pain episodes in the pediatric age. Several Biofeedback-Assisted Relaxation Training programs (BART) have been applied in a wide range of pediatric conditions, including Headache, Irritable Bowel Syndrome and Functional Abdominal Pain, pain in Sickle Cell Disease, Burn Injury, and also for face with anxiety and stress-related medical conditions to learn to relax by the control of physiological reactivity. However, to date, little research exists about the use of Biofeedback-based treatments for children with cancer related pain. A good example in this field is the study conducted by Shockey, who found that 4-session intervention combining relaxation and biofeedback in a clinical setting may be beneficial to children experiencing procedural distress as a novel coping strategy. Furthermore, over the last decade, new biofeedback tools have been developed with video-game-like technology interfaces. This allows to an immediate experience, in real-time, adapting different kinds of feedback to increase interest and engagement, thus facilitating the learning of deep breathing, heart rate variability (HRV) and muscle relaxation.

From these considerations, the objective of this single case report is to illustrate how biofeedback can be integrated in an Inter professional Care Team, in a format that is acceptable within a specific treatment time frame.

Methods

Procedures
Since effective treatments is a collaborative effort among services, University of Trento in partnership with Bolzano’s Hospital have developed the SMART4Pain program to manage chronic pain in adolescents which started in December 2017 by the Ethical approval obtained from the Hospital Committee. From it, we planned another feasibility study, which has been adapted to treat cancer- and treatments-related pain, within DH routine practices. Using a case example, we want show how biofeedback can be integrated as a part of a multidisciplinary care modality.

In addition to his standard medical care, the adolescent completed 4 sessions of Biofeedback treatment to increase awareness of and control over one’s physiological processes. The patient was encouraged to perform the exercises learned in the session at home at least three times a week.

Physiological data acquisition and parameters considered
The biofeedback device that we have used is a ProComp5 Infiniti System w/Bio Graph Infiniti Software - T7525, which meets the requirements concerning medical devices as stated in the European Community Council Directive 93/42/EEC, which monitors and records autonomic nervous activity with 5 channels: surface electromyography (sEMG), blood volume pulse (BVP), skin conductance (SC), peripheral temperature (TEMP), and respiratory response (RESP).
Our protocol for the assessment and training of self-control of physiological functions was based on a pre-post session-by-session evaluation combining relaxation training and practice (deep breathing and mini-progressive muscle relaxation) with psychoeducation about pain mechanisms and how to distress, who explained by hyperactivity of the Sympathetic Nervous System, may exacerbate pain and inflammation. Then, how different kinds of relaxation can relieve or prevent stress and when and how to use relaxation techniques in the hospital or when the patient is in pain.

For the purpose of this article we focus only on physiological parameters and not on other sources (such questionnaires, as well clinical interview – which are naturally still important).

The two major physiological parameters we have considered are:

i. Heart Rate Variability (HRV), which is the constant variation in Heart Rate (HR) measured in terms of the interbeat intervals (IBIs). The SD of these IBIs is called SDNN when computed after all artifacts have been "corrected". The training provided was aimed to increase respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) which directly influences HRV, given RSA is the fluctuation in heart rate corresponding to breathing, with heart rate increasing with inhalation and decreasing with exhalation. High levels of HRV reflect a better vagal activity and it is known that vagus nerve influences the modulation of pain.

ii. sEMG amplitude and frequency parameters of muscular activity, because they are useful measures which can reflect specific stress tender point patterns. By sEMG biofeedback equipment the objective was to measure the muscle use during all 4 sessions of training. Furthermore, from the 3rd session, training had thus aimed to increase modulation of neck muscle activity for better control muscle aches, generally related to stress (anticipatory and residual) (Table 1).

### Table 1 Biofeedback-assisted relaxation training intervention plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N° of session</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education about Physiology of Pain and Hyperactivity of the Sympathetic Nervous System, Mini Deep-breathing exercises Biofeedback explanation After Resonance frequency assessment, Breathing with pacer Tips for home practice through use of a Breathing app Pain diary for home Set Therapeutic goal</td>
<td>Initial Semi-structured interviews (pain location, onset, qualities) PedsQL™ Cancer Module (quality of life) TAD (anxiety and depression trait) VAS (Visual Analogue Scale - pain) Baseline and post: HR, SDNN, power, sEMG, SC, Temp, Resp rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 1 (60 minutes)</td>
<td>• Review about use of Breathing app and pain diary • Specific explanations about HRV • Breathing with pacer and without Breathing with power (LF)</td>
<td>VAS Baseline and post: HR, SDNN, power, sEMG, SC, Temp, Resp rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 2 (60 minutes)</td>
<td>• Review about use of Breathing app and pain diary • Specific explanations about muscle tension • Mini Muscle-relaxation exercises • Breathing with pacer and without Breathing with power • EMG Biofeedback training</td>
<td>VAS Baseline and post: HR, SDNN, power, sEMG, SC, Temp, Resp rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 3 (60 minutes)</td>
<td>• Review about use of Breathing app and pain diary • Specific explanations about muscle tension • Mini Muscle-relaxation exercises • Breathing with pacer and without Breathing with power • EMG Biofeedback training</td>
<td>PedsQL Cancer quality of life TAD (anxiety and depression trait) VAS Baseline and post: HR, SDNN, power, sEMG, SC, Temp, Resp rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 4 (60 minutes)</td>
<td>• Review about use of Breathing app and pain diary • Breathing with pacer and without Breathing with power • EMG Biofeedback training • Review specific doubts/difficults and suggestion for prevent pain flare-ups • Review Therapeutic goal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results

#### Case study description

‘Mariano’ is a male teenager with Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia (ALL). He is in the phase of re-induction chemo immunotherapy and his main symptoms are pain mainly localized to the head and of the muscles of the neck (a couple of time per week usually) and occasionally around hips and knees.

He also presented weakness, general numbness and usually he referred to have a significant anxiety during medical procedures.
He followed the treatment protocol planned, with the agreed target to increase his physiologic self-regulation to face in a better way his pain-related anxiety during invasive procedures and treatments.

At the first session he was taught abdominal (diaphragmatic) breathing exercises to use less chest respiration and unblock the diaphragm. Then we looked for his resonance frequency (heart rate and breathing synchronization) identified at a rate of 7.5 breaths/min, and afterwards he was trained with a breathing pacing devices (with visual and auditory feedback).

He continued practicing at home with a breathing app (a guide for inhale and exhale) with his exactly breathing rate applied during the session, for at least once a day. This he performed for the entire 4 weeks of treatment.

Session two was aimed to increase RSA with and without breath pacing device. This kind of training was done also for session 3 and 4.

As it can be seen in Figure 1, from the first to the last session he was able to increase RSA as showed in respiration and HR oscillations occur almost in phase, even if his average respiration rate during feedback sessions decreased from 17 breaths per minute to 12-14 (so, not at the resonant frequency).

From session 3 to 4 surface electromyography (sEMG) training was also included to decrease neck muscle tension and promote relaxation. Before BF training, it was explained to Mario the key role of muscle tension in pain and he was trained in relaxation exercises focusing his attention to the feeling of relaxed muscles by classical Progressive Muscle Relaxation (PMR) methodology, delivered in a mini-format. The sEMG values (measured since the first session even if without specific focused training on this parameter) changed from 7.36 uV to 3.20 uV, (from 3rd session 5.16 uV) reflecting an increase in awareness about muscle tension and also stimulate blood flow of his body (Figure 3).

From session 3 to 4 surface electromyography (sEMG) training was also included to decrease neck muscle tension and promote relaxation. Before BF training, it was explained to Mario the key role of muscle tension in pain and he was trained in relaxation exercises focusing his attention to the feeling of relaxed muscles by classical Progressive Muscle Relaxation (PMR) methodology, delivered in a mini-format. The sEMG values (measured since the first session even if without specific focused training on this parameter) changed from 7.36 uV to 3.20 uV, (from 3rd session 5.16 uV) reflecting an increase in awareness about muscle tension and also stimulate blood flow of his body (Figure 3).

The purpose of this case study was to evaluate a brief protocol for the identification of potential contributions for improving outcomes in cancer pain. In particular this case suggests that biofeedback training may improve emotional regulation thanks also to one’s own ability to manage and adapt physiological arousal in response to situational demands.19,20 Significant differences observed in the sEMG and HRV measures could effectively reflect a decrease in negative psychological symptoms related to pain, thus to be able to reframe the personal pain perception.

Usually a main goal of biofeedback training is the generalization of skills, but given the short time planned to address this specific situation and from other similar experiences reported in the literature.13 Burton et al.,21 even also with a single one BF session,10 we wanted to test this brief training in an exploratory manner.

As Benore et al.,22 suggested, the knowledge gained from a biofeedback session can be used to reconceptualize their own anxiety and active monitoring through an increase in awareness, and not least, to allow parents to use other strategies (i.e. reminding to use breathing apps, doing preparatory exercises) to support their adolescent in pain.

Even though the situation itself (invasive procedure or treatments that cause pain) is not entirely under the personal’s control, the adolescent’s control of his breathing and his specific muscle-relaxation can be autonomously controlled.13

Psychologists and nursing staff should work closely to provide a better caring, and therefore simple, accessible and engaging tools are needed to serve both as a guide and as a coach to children undergoing anxiety-provoking and painful medical procedures:25 biofeedback training connected with relaxation, delivered in the way presented in this case report, could be a good compromise.
Conclusion

In conclusion, we want to highlight two aspects of the usefulness of the combined intervention of relaxation and biofeedback: a) as a system to increase individual awareness of the connection between emotions, physiological changes, and self-regulation; and b) as an adjuvant treatment, within an approach to integration - multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary - which can fit well in the DH’s clinical practices.
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